Daily Report
Automate onsite data collection and reporting to improve accuracy and mitigate risk

Optimize asset deployment, maintenance and accountability with Hexagon’s Xalt Daily Report solution! Our mobile-enabled app digitally captures and reports all relevant data generated on a job site, every day. With our system, you get complete and accurate reporting of production logs, impact reports, change orders, safety incidents and other important information.

Customized for your organization’s unique requirements, Xalt Daily Report helps construction companies leverage data from all daily activities, including those of subcontractors, on any iOS, Android or browser device. It provides key performance indicators, ensures labor is spread correctly across phase codes, improves payroll accuracy, settles contractor disputes and much more.

Key features and benefits:

- Enables real-time visibility into accurate project performance data
- Tracks equipment utilization against each project
- Adjusts for weather impact based on geographical location
- Tracks cost codes and phase codes for accuracy
- Maintains precise records for statutory and regulatory requirements
- Ensures business processes are carried out as designed, including safety protocols
- Integrates with existing Enterprise Resource Planning systems
- Identifies patterns to predict opportunities for improvement through access to deep data
- Initiates time-sensitive actions based on data captured in real time
- Ensures data is reported correctly
- Eliminates paper processes
- Decreases cost of overhead
- Prevents payroll errors
- Improves accountability in the field
- Reduces overall cost of assets

Manage projects on your mobile device
Guarantee complete and accurate data reporting
Guarantee complete and accurate reporting of all essential data! Xalt Daily Report provides automated, real-time access on any iOS, Android or browser device.

To learn more about Xalt Daily Report or to explore our construction solutions portfolio visit https://hexagonxalt.com/industry-stories/construction.

“Before Xalt, a lot of our processes were paper-based or on spreadsheets, and we had to email everything. A LinkedIn friend contacted me and said ‘You really need to take a look at this Xalt app.’ We started with Daily Report and now Xalt touches every aspect of our business.”

- JD Martin, Business Solutions Manager, Corbins Electric

Accelerate your digital transformation

Hexagon is a global leader in digital reality solutions, combining sensor, software and autonomous technologies. We are putting data to work to boost efficiency, productivity, quality and safety across industrial, manufacturing, infrastructure, public sector and mobility applications.

Our technologies are shaping production and people-related ecosystems to become increasingly connected and autonomous – ensuring a scalable, sustainable future.

Hexagon (Nasdaq Stockholm: HEXA B) has approximately 21,000 employees in 50 countries and net sales of approximately 3.8bn EUR. Learn more at hexagon.com and follow us @HexagonAB.

Hexagon’s Xalt Solutions accelerates your digital transformation by solving your workplace challenges with the industry’s most agile framework, supported by innovative, tailored solutions.